No.61 – NDA Strategy and Business Plan
Prepared for NFLA member authorities, February 2016
NFLA response to NDA’s Draft Strategy 2016 – 21 & Draft Business Plan 2016 - 2019
i.

Introduction

This NFLA Radioactive Waste Briefing provides its response to the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority‟s (NDA) Draft Strategy for the next five years (updated from the initial consultation
response, which can be found in NFLA Radioactive Waste Briefing 59) and the NDA‟s Draft
Business Plan 2016 – 2019. These consultation responses have been developed by the NFLA
Secretary, and follow on from its previous response in November 2015.
The two responses were discussed and fully supported at the NFLA Steering Committee meeting
on February 5th 2016. NFLA representatives also attended the NDA Stakeholder Dialogue meeting
in Manchester on January 14th and 15th 2016. The NFLA response has been amended to take
account of the NDA‟s disappointing response to its initial consultation, and in respect to
stakeholder engagement at its January event.
These two NDA draft documents outline their planned direction of travel over the next few years.
The NDA is required by law to produce both documents. The consultation for both documents ends
on the 15th February 2016.
The two consultations can be found on the NDA website http://www.nda.gov.uk and completed
responses should be emailed to draftstrategy@nda.gov.uk and businessplanning@nda.gov.uk.
NFLA is content for member authorities to adapt this response for their own individual response,
should they be planning to submit one.
ii

NFLA Response to NDA Draft Strategy 2016 – 2021 consultation

1.

Introduction

In the NFLA‟s view, a worrying picture is emerging in the Draft Strategy Document of an evolving
strategy for the NDA which is straying even further from important environmental principles. NFLA
notes that across the UK there has already been increasing quantities of radioactive waste „diluted
and dispersed‟ around the environment by diverting it to landfill, discharging into estuaries, seas
and atmosphere using dissolution plants, metal recycling plants and incinerators – masquerading
as the environmentally-friendly sounding „waste hierarchy‟.
In the November 2015 consultation and in this updated consultation of the NDA‟s Draft Strategy,
the NDA is proposing to step that policy up through the use of these techniques of switching some
intermediate-level waste to near surface dumps, rather than a longer-term Geological Disposal
Facility, and vastly increasing the amount of waste being treated using various „dilute and disperse‟
methodologies by bringing forward the dismantling of decommissioned Magnox reactors. Whilst
Magnox worker doses may not increase as previously expected under early decommissioning,
because of advances in robotics and remote handling techniques, doses to the public will go up.
NFLA is alarmed about such moves in NDA strategy.
NFLA opposes this process of „waste management on the cheap‟ and continues to argue for
techniques based on environmental principles, particularly the principle that hazardous waste
should be „concentrated and contained‟ in isolation from the environment.
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NFLA is therefore very disappointed to read the NDA‟s response to its early consultation
concluding that “Having considered the engagement feedback to the draft Strategy the NDA has
concluded that the overall direction of travel for the draft Strategy is correct.” NFLA felt at the NDA
Stakeholder event it was not being sufficiently challenged over its policies due to a lack of invitees
from those more critical of nuclear power, and it disagrees that the overall direction of travel is the
correct one. NFLA is concerned that NDA is not adequately listening to more critical voices who
share NFLA‟s concerns on increased moves towards dilution and dispersal of waste.
NFLA welcomes the news that the NDA‟s overall annual budget has not been significantly cut in
the Government‟s Spending Review. However, the report given by NDA Chief Executive John
Clarke, of an agreement of £1 billion of efficiency savings by 2020, concerns the NFLA if it is to be
found by increasing „dilution and dispersal‟ strategies. NFLA recommend NDA produce a detailed
policy statement on how it can achieve such large efficiency savings across the entire NDA estate
without putting at risk safe decommissioning priorities such as the retrieval of high hazards at
Sellafield.
2.

120 years to deal with nuclear waste legacy

NFLA acknowledge the NDA statement that, with the continuing pressure on public expenditure, it
is necessary to prioritise the highest risks and hazards. Some work may need to be deferred and
some options may be ruled out. However, the NDA says it will seek to avoid short-term efficiencies
that result in an accumulation of future liabilities for the next generation to deal with. Unfortunately
the phrase “future liabilities” does not appear to apply, as NFLA believes it should, to waste
dumped in a landfill or discharged into the environment.
The NDA‟s current plans indicate that dealing with its core mission of nuclear clean-up and waste
management will take around 120 years for existing waste. But the nature and scale of
decommissioning the UK‟s nuclear legacy remains subject to significant uncertainties and
complexities, particularly at Sellafield.
The NDA‟s ultimate goal is to achieve the „end state‟ at all sites by 2125. The focus for the near
term will include:
 retrieval of high hazard materials under way at all of Sellafield‟s Legacy Ponds and Silos
facilities;
 completed vitrification of bulk Highly Active Liquor (HAL);
 the end of spent fuel reprocessing at Sellafield by around 2020 (THORP closing at the end
of 2018 and Magnox reprocessing ending in 2020);
 retention of the capability to continue receiving and managing AGR fuel from the operating
fleet of nuclear power stations, in support of UK electricity generation;
 completion of the programme to return waste to overseas customers within the next five
years;
 continued transfer of nuclear materials from Dounreay and Harwell to Sellafield, where they
can be managed more securely and cost effectively;
 entry of two Magnox sites, Bradwell and Trawsfynydd, into quiescence known as Care and
Maintenance;
 restoration of Winfrith to natural heathland, in line with its interim end state designation (the
first UK site to reach such a significant milestone);
 the ongoing pursuit of new management routes for Low Level Waste (LLW), preserving
capacity at Low Level Waste Repository;
 ongoing progress in developing safe and secure waste management facilities across the
estate prior to geological disposal for English and Welsh HAW;
 updating plans at sites in Scotland to reflect Scottish government policy for managing HAW.
Though NFLA supports some of these priorities it is concerned about a number of them, as it notes
below. It also urges NDA to take fully into account the NFLA‟s set of environmental principles noted
below as a guiding rule for decommissioning and radioactive waste management.
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Environmental Principles
The NFLA Steering Committee agreed a set of clear environmental principles which should be
used for the management of nuclear waste in October 2004 at its Annual General Meeting in Hull.
These are:
 The idea that radioactive waste can be "disposed" of be rejected in favour of radioactive
waste management;
 Any process or activity that involves new or additional radioactive discharges into the
environment be opposed, as this is potentially harmful to the human and natural
environment;
 The policy of 'dilute and disperse' as a form of radioactive waste management (i.e.
discharges into the sea or atmosphere) be rejected in favour of a policy of 'concentrate
and contain' (i.e. store safely on-site);
 The principle of waste minimisation be supported;
 The unnecessary transport of radioactive and other hazardous wastes be opposed;
 Wastes should ideally be managed on-site where produced (or as near as possible to
the site) in a facility that allows monitoring and retrieval of the wastes.

NFLA believes the NDA Draft Strategy is not taking into account a number of these key principles.
3.

Highlights of the Strategy

NFLA notes that the NDA intends to complete all reprocessing within the next five years. There are
risks with both Magnox and oxide reprocessing that mean it may simply not be possible to
reprocess all of the fuels that are currently scheduled to be reprocessed. The NDA will, therefore,
continue to invest in developing alternative options and contingency plans in the event that
reprocessing and storage facilities cannot fulfil their current commitments, or are not available.
NFLA note its comments on reprocessing below.
NFLA welcomes Wylfa ceasing operation at the end of 2015. It notes this will reduce the NDA‟s
income from electricity generation significantly. And NFLA also notes revenue from reprocessing
contracts will reduce as contracts end. At the same time there is an increased need to invest in
significant capital projects to reduce near-term risk and hazard at Sellafield. NFLA welcomes the
Government maintaining the NDA budget to continue to prioritise hazard reduction at Sellafield. It
would like greater clarify from NDA on how it will make efficiency savings at the same time as its
revenue from electricity generation and reprocessing contracts markedly reduce.
The UK government‟s preliminary policy view is to pursue re-use of UK civil separated plutonium
as Mixed Oxide fuel (MOX). However the NDA is continuing to develop strategic options for the
implementation of policy by undertaking further strategic work on its behalf. NFLA comments on
this issue below.
4.

Integrated Waste Management

This NDA policy requires “flexibility” and applies the so-called „waste hierarchy‟ which it claims is:
“…recognised as good practice and should be used as a framework for waste management
decision-making.”
The NFLA continues to believe the way the waste hierarchy is applied to radioactive waste is not
compatible with environmental principles and results in, for example, the dilution and dispersal of
waste into the sea via Magnox Dissolution Plants at Bradwell and Dungeness; an emphasis placed
on “flexibility” in NDA documents indicating an intention to permit, and even encourage, the dilution
and dispersal of radioactive contamination throughout the environment, provided that projected
dose and risk levels remain within certain parameters, and options proposed for LLW management
which could result in increasing public exposures and an additional burden of radiological risk
carried by society. For the NFLA these are all highly negative policies which it opposes.
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The NDA Draft Strategy says that a proportion of Higher Activity Waste (HAW) - in other words
some types of Intermediate Level Waste (ILW) “could be managed safely and securely in a nearsurface environment by applying a risk-based approach rather than by radiological classification.”
In Scotland, the NFLA has supported near surface facilities for HAW as an alternative to deep
geological disposal on the basis that near surface “disposal” is defined as simply emplacement in a
facility with no intention to retrieve but where developers need to demonstrate how the facilities
will be monitored and how waste packages, or waste could be retrieved.
Because monitoring will be required and retrieval should be relatively easy if monitoring picks up a
problem, the NFLA view is that under these circumstances a near surface “disposal” facility should
be able to maintain zero or near zero discharges of radioactivity into the surrounding environment.
The NFLA is not in favour of near-surface „disposal‟ facilities of Intermediate-Level Waste which is
not retrievable.
5.

Magnox Strategy

NFLA notes that Trawsfynydd will be the first Magnox sites to enter the Care and Maintenance
(C&M) phase in 2015. It is concerned the timetable for Bradwell has slipped and urges the NDA to
get this schedule back up on track as soon as possible.
NFLA notes that the remaining eight sites will enter C&M as follows:
 Berkeley 2021
 Hunterston A 2022
 Hinkley Point A 2025
 Wylfa 2025
 Dungeness A 2027
 Sizewell A 2027
 Oldbury 2027
 Chapelcross 2028
Preparing for Care and Maintenance is intended to make the sites safe and secure for a long
period of quiescence. But the NDA says it finds itself “increasingly … questioning whether the
baseline strategy is appropriate as a blanket strategy for all reactors in the Magnox fleet.”
The benefits of a lengthy deferral period include:
 Benefitting from radioactive decay in terms of reducing worker doses and allowing greater
access and changes in the categorisation of waste;
 Avoiding the need for interim storage of waste;
 Discounting of current costs;
The NDA says there are also a number of risks which include: loss of skills, knowledge and
capability to carry out final site clearance; loss of records and information; potential for increased
costs from the complexity of dismantling assets that have deteriorated over the years; taking up
land that could be used for other purposes; uncertainty over future economic circumstances and
regulatory standards; and even unpredictable developments arising from events such as financial
crises, pandemics or wars.
Recent developments, NDA says, make a review of the policy sensible. These include:
 The development of remote techniques avoiding worker doses;
 Likely investigation of near surface disposal for some types of waste as in Scotland;
 New waste route for LLW to permitted landfill sites; recycling of metals and interim storage
of ILW;
 IAEA and NEA question the discounting techniques for deferred decommissioning;
 Even after a long care and maintenance period a large amount of waste will still not be
suitable for management as LLW;
 Deferred decommissioning wouldn‟t save much because robots would still have to be used
as a matter of best practice to reduce worker doses.
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So, partly because, as the NDA sees it, there are new opportunities to „dispose‟ of waste in landfill
and near-surface disposal facilities, the NDA, will be asking Magnox Ltd to develop and evaluate
credible options for the alternative timing of reactor dismantling. This will focus first on those sites
for which the benefits of early reactor dismantling are particularly evident, for example sites with a
high land value or sites likely to yield the greatest learning for other sites.
Whilst the NFLA has no objection to re-visiting the timing of Magnox reactor dismantling in
the light of recent advances in robotics, it should be determined through the prism of an
agreed set of environmental principles, not because new opportunities for spreading waste
across the country have arisen. NFLA urge the NDA to reconsider its view of ‘no change’ as
recorded in its response to its earlier consultation.
6.

Reprocessing

It was with real dismay that the NFLA learnt that the November 2016 projected completion date for
the reprocessing of overseas fuel could no longer be met. Instead, the outstanding overseas
contracts would not be completed until November 2018 – the date set for the final closure of
THORP itself. Technical problems at THORP have apparently resulted in preference being given to
reprocessing AGR spent fuel – leaving the estimated 150 tonnes of overseas fuel to be dealt with
closer to the plant‟s closure. The overseas fuel is understood to be almost wholly sourced from
German utilities, some of whom could now see their contracts completed up to 14 years late.
NFLA supports the NDA plan to end oxide reprocessing as soon as possible. Since AGR spent fuel
does not have to be reprocessed it was hoped that oxide reprocessing could end as soon as
THORP had met its contractual obligations to overseas clients who were not willing to renegotiate.
According to the NDA Draft Strategy, by March 2015 there remained less than 2,500 tU of Magnox
fuel to reprocess, which should be completed around 2020. NFLA notes with interest that the
development of drying technology to manage wetted Magnox fuel in particular is now at an
advanced stage and there is high confidence that this option is deployable if required. However,
the NDA Draft Strategy claims that an economic assessment of the Magnox contingency options
compared with continued reprocessing shows that continued reprocessing has been shown to be
much more cost-effective. Again, if the storage option were examined through the prism of a clear
set of environmental principles, rather than just cost-effectiveness, NFLA believes that ending
Magnox reprocessing early would come out on top. NFLA asks NDA to revisit this option.
Similarly the decision to transfer Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) material from Dounreay to
Sellafield for reprocessing has created a great deal of disquiet, particularly in the Highlands and
the Islands. The proximity principle argues that these materials should be managed at Dounreay.
Although both reprocessing plants at Sellafield are due to close in the next five years, NFLA
believe every opportunity to end this method of diluting and dispersing waste in the Irish
Sea should be taken as soon as possible.
7.

Plutonium

On the completion of reprocessing operations there will be around 140 tonnes of civil separated
plutonium stored mostly at Sellafield. The government would prefer to re-use the plutonium rather
than dispose of it, and it has labelled Areva‟s CONVERT plan as the “preferred option.” (1)
NFLA reiterate that the MOX plutonium conversion program at the unfinished federal facility at
Savannah River, in South Carolina, would cost about twice as much to complete and put into
operation as diluting and disposing of the material at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico,
according to a leaked US government report. (2) Two top US Energy Department officials told
Congress in October that the MoX plant under construction by Areva at Savannah River Site is no
longer affordable. (3) The MoX Plant was originally expected to cost a modest $1.6 billion, but
twelve years later $4.5 billion has already been spent on construction, yet the building is only 70
percent complete. The final price tag, which includes finishing construction and operating the plant
over the next 20 years, is now estimated to be anywhere between $25.1 billion and $47.5 billion.
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(4) NFLA fear similar issues would occur if a plutonium re-use policy was progressed in the UK at
Sellafield, to follow on from a long-running record of huge cost over-runs from its reprocessing
facilities.
It remains the clear view of the NFLA Steering Committee that all methods of re-using
plutonium, thus keeping weapons-useable material in circulation, should be dropped in
favour of immobilising this material. The NFLA continues to argue for and support the
immobilisation of plutonium. NFLA remains concerned about plans to consolidate at Sellafield the
plutonium stocks currently held at Dounreay, because of the transport and security implications.
Our view is that once an immobilisation technology has been developed the decision to transport
plutonium from Dounreay to Sellafield should be re-visited.
NFLA was interested to note that the NDA says, in response to feedback on the Plutonium
strategy, it has revised the Strategy Development section of the strategy to provide further clarity
on work on the re-use and immobilisation options. NFLA also notes that in the updated Draft
Strategy the NDA has taken the decision to consolidate the plutonium stocks currently held at
Dounreay at Sellafield, a decision it remains concerned with due to the transportation risks noted
below. The NDA continues to work with technology suppliers, developers and UK government to
establish how the re-use option could be secured and implemented. Additionally it continues to
fund technology development for the immobilisation of plutonium.
NFLA welcomes the funding of technology development for the immobilisation of plutonium and
urges the NDA to prioritise this option for the management of the UK‟s plutonium stockpile.
8.

Transportation of radioactive materials

NFLA remains concerned with the increased amount of transports of radioactive materials around
the UK. Of particular recent concern are the rail movements of „exotic‟ fuels from Dounreay to
Sellafield by rail, and the consideration of these now being transported by sea. NFLA Scotland
members held a seminar with staff from Dounreay Site Restoration Ltd (DSRL) in Lerwick on the
30th August 2016 where real concern was raised over the safety of such rail transports in remote
rural locations and of the safety record of some of the ships used for such transports. Recent
incidents, like the Atlantic Cartier fire off Hamburg port, the MV Parida incident off the east coast of
Scotland and a number of derailment incidents affecting trains which transport radioactive
materials highlight the risks involved in such transports.
NFLA welcomes the opportunity for a follow-up meeting with Alex Anderson of DSRL and Bill
Hamilton of the NDA on these issues on the 12th February in Glasgow. NFLA is disappointed that
the NDA still believe that sea transport of radioactive materials is a „possible supporting alternative‟
for the movement of waste. NFLA welcome the NDA assertion that it will give a commitment to
review the infrastructure for the different transport modes – one of the NFLA‟s concerns here is the
weak transport infrastructure in the far north of Scotland, and the impact of repeated and serious
flooding incidents on rail routes in Scotland and Cumbria.
NFLA reiterates its call on the NDA to review the necessity and utility of transports of radioactive
materials by road, rail and sea and to avoid them wherever practical to do so. It calls on a greater
level of openness and transparency from NDA with such transports and discussions with the local
authorities through which transports are made, particularly with local authority emergency planning
officers and the emergency services. NFLA supports recent calls made in the Westminster and
Scottish Parliaments over the NDA informing local authorities of such transports of waste, and
involving discussion-making with all Councils on transport routes, to improve emergency planning
arrangements.
9.

Stakeholder Engagement

NFLA has attended all NDA National Stakeholder engagement events since they were instituted. It
welcomes the opportunity for engagement with the NDA at such events, and is content for them to
continue. However, NFLA is concerned about the ever-increasing trend for these events to become
a „jamboree‟ for the industry, with a declining number of critical voices at them.
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NFLA believes the NDA should replicate the efforts made by DECC and the Office for Nuclear
Regulation to engage with such NGO groups and the NFLA over the past few years. These have
been fully funded with representatives receiving recompense of travel and overnight
accommodation where necessary. There were only a handful of more critical groups at the last
NDA stakeholder event and NFLA believes it is not engaging enough with this more critical
constituency. NFLA would be more than willing to assist the NDA in devising an annual or twiceyearly meeting with such groups, and could even consider hosting it.
NFLA is also concerned with the membership and operation of site stakeholder groups. There
needs to be a much more representative membership of such groups to allow for NGO
representation and adjacent local authorities to attend. NFLA also believe it is important for the
NDA to not just engage with Councils where nuclear sites are located but also those Councils
where radioactive materials are transported through.
NFLA is also concerned with the manner with which NDA is becoming more closely aligned with
new nuclear build developments. Though their may be some synergies in radioactive waste
management between a legacy and a future new build site, the NDA has to be mindful of the real
risks to its own staffing levels that could come from new nuclear build, and be mindful of its
language towards new build at NDA events. It often appears to NFLA that the NDA is becoming
more supportive of new nuclear, particularly in the sale of its land for such use. The NDA is solely
responsible for decommissioning and waste management and should desist from supporting new
nuclear activity.
NFLA also support the comments made by NuLEAF on improving engagement processes through:
 The need to look at greater use of social media.
 The need for early engagement with all local authorities impacted by NDA policy.
 The need to demonstrate how stakeholder comments are taken on board, or if they are not why
not. In this area NFLA would like to know the justification for a lack of substantive change to
NDA policy from its earlier consultation.
 The need to design consultation processes to accommodate local government scrutiny
processes.
NFLA would also welcome NDA representatives attending its future meetings as requested.
10.

International Engagement

NFLA welcomes the NDA offering its experience to support safe decommissioning and waste
management to other nuclear states, for example to Japan following the Fukushima disaster. NFLA
also welcomes the moves from NDA to offer local community representatives / local authority
representatives the opportunity of attendance at appropriate engagement meetings that explain the
process of decommissioning and waste management in other countries, if that can promote best
practice.
NFLA asks that the NDA be very wary of using such activity to promote the UK nuclear industry
abroad if that is around the purpose of new nuclear build. Such promotion should be focused on
showing other countries NDA best practice in decommissioning and radioactive waste
management strategies only.
10.

NFLA’s Conclusions to the NDA Draft Strategy consultation

In its consideration of the NDA‟s Draft Strategy, NFLA reiterates five critical points to it:




Nuclear Waste Management should be conducted according to a clear set of environmental
principles. In particular radioactive and toxic substances should be concentrated and contained
rather than diluted and dispersed, and should be managed in accordance with the proximity
principle.
The way in which the NDA is applying the waste hierarchy to radioactive waste is not
compatible with environmental principles and results in the dilution and dispersal of waste into
the sea; around landfill sites; and into the atmosphere via incineration and metal recycling.
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Whilst the NFLA has no objection to re-visiting the timing of Magnox reactor dismantling in the
light of recent advances in robotics, this should be demonstrated through the prism of an
agreed set of environmental principles, not because new opportunities for spreading waste
across the country have arisen.
Although both reprocessing plants at Sellafield are due to close in the next five years every
opportunity to end this method of diluting and dispersing waste in the Irish Sea should be taken
as soon as possible.
All methods of re-using plutonium, thus keeping weapons-useable material in circulation,
should be dropped in favour of immobilising this material.
NFLA calls on the NDA to review the necessity and utility of transports of radioactive materials
by road, rail and sea and to avoid them wherever it is practical to do so.

An additional point it now also wants to make is for the NDA to improve its stakeholder
engagement with its more critical audiences, and to review the membership and remit of site
stakeholder groups to take into account membership from such an audience. A more robust
challenge of the NDA‟s operations would be very helpful in the view of the NFLA and improve
processes towards safe decommissioning and radioactive waste management.
10.
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iii.

NFLA response to NDA Business Plan 2016 – 2019 consultation

1.

High level comments on Business Plan

The NDA Business Plan sets out priorities to spend a budget of over £3 billion, over two thirds of
which is public money, during the period covered by the plan. NFLA urges NDA to involve all its
stakeholders in explaining how it will spend such a large resource over the next few years. NDA
should also be committed to listen to robust challenge of its activity and address constructively all
concerns that are raised.
All NDA programmes should seek to maximise the benefits of its operation to both the local
communities where its facilities are served, and to the protection of the local environment.
It is important to NFLA that the NDA seeks to govern its activities by underpinning them through a
series of environmental principles.
The principles NFLA suggests NDA should be governed by are noted below:
Environmental Principles
The NFLA Steering Committee agreed a set of clear environmental principles which should be
used for the management of nuclear waste in October 2004 at its Annual General Meeting in Hull.
These are:
 The idea that radioactive waste can be "disposed" of be rejected in favour of radioactive
waste management;
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Any process or activity that involves new or additional radioactive discharges into the
environment be opposed, as this is potentially harmful to the human and natural
environment;
The policy of 'dilute and disperse' as a form of radioactive waste management (i.e.
discharges into the sea or atmosphere) be rejected in favour of a policy of 'concentrate
and contain' (i.e. store safely on-site);
The principle of waste minimisation be supported;
The unnecessary transport of radioactive and other hazardous wastes be opposed;
Wastes should ideally be managed on-site where produced (or as near as possible to
the site) in a facility that allows monitoring and retrieval of the wastes.

As NFLA notes in its response to the NDA Draft Strategy Consultation, it is concerned that NDA is
concentrating too much on „dilute and dispersal‟ options rather than safe „concentrate and contain‟
strategies. NFLA seeks changes in the business plan to policies which are currently leading to
increasing quantities of radioactive waste „diluted and dispersed‟ around the environment by
diverting it to landfill, discharging into estuaries, seas and atmosphere using dissolution plants,
metal recycling plants and incinerators – masquerading as the environmentally-friendly sounding
„waste hierarchy‟.
NFLA welcomes the NDA‟s clear commitment to support socio-economic support to local
communities during and after the clean-up of nuclear legacy sites.
2.

Change of the governance structure for Sellafield

NFLA is broadly supportive of the change of the governance structure at Sellafield to become
wholly owned by the NDA. Indeed, this should have happened many years earlier. A large amount
of public money has been wasted in the management of NMP‟s contract, as commented upon by
the National Audit Office and the Public Accounts Committee. NFLA notes at the recent NDA
Stakeholder Dialogue meeting one of the officers taking on the Sellafield contract calling previous
operations „chronically inefficient‟. NFLA will monitor how the new contract works, and are keen to
hear from the NDA what major changes the new contract model will deliver. It is keen to see these
previous inefficiencies overcome, but remains concerned with the huge level of efficiency savings
expected across the NDA portfolio of around £1 billion by 2020.
It would be useful for the NDA to outline in much more detail how such large efficiency savings can
be realised without having a detrimental effect on its core decommissioning and radioactive waste
management duties.
3.

NDA funding

NFLA welcomes the maintenance of core NDA funding over the next year, as the safe
decommissioning of nuclear facilities and the management of radioactive waste are critical public
health and safety matters. NFLA notes that there are some reductions in funding, particularly
excluding Sellafield, and is keen for the NDA to take due care that such reductions do not impact
on core activities or impact on public health and safety.
NFLA is concerned about the level of efficiency savings, as noted above, but welcomes the fact
that the financial settlement allows the NDA to deal with the broad front of work on its core
activities.
NFLA is pleased with the increase in funding to socio-economic issues, skills, research and
development and knowledge management after worrying decline in previous years. NFLA shares
the concern of NuLEAF over such a previous decline in resources for socio-economic expenditure
and hopes that this issue is now positively resolved for the future.
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4.

Site Restoration

NFLA shares the same disappointment of NuLEAF that the care and maintenance target date of
2016/17 for the Bradwell site is now not possible. NFLA urges Magnox to provide information as to
how it can address this issue and bring the target date back down. NFLA is concerned this could
be a worrying precedent for other decommissioned sites. It urges the NDA to bring into place
appropriate processes and mechanisms to ensure the care and maintenance targets for other sites
are achieved. It is essential that the large efficiency savings forced upon the NDA do not get in the
way of achieving such targets.
5.

Plutonium policy

As noted in its response to the NDA Draft Strategy, NFLA is disappointed and concerned there is
no greater clarity over the options for the management of the plutonium stockpile. NFLA policy is to
see these materials immobilised and safely stored. NFLA seeks greater clarification from the NDA
as to the amount of resources being put in to researching such an option, and ensure that it
remains as viable options to develop a new plutonium reprocessing facility, a development which
NFLA opposes.
6.

Critical enablers

NFLA notes that „critical enablers‟ to improve NDA operations have become the core of its future
strategy. NFLA welcomes this focus if it allows for the safe „concentration and contain‟ options of
radioactive materials, rather than increase „dilute and disperse‟ options which may be seen by NDA
as being more cost effective. All critical enablers should be governed by the type of environmental
principles noted above. NFLA would like to see much more detail as to how headline cost figures
are broken down to ensure the different elements of each sites set of critical activities are fully
understood.
7.

Institutional control

NFLA agrees with NuLEAF in being pleased that the NDA is committed to work with nuclear
regulators and government to ensure appropriate institutional controls are maintained on nuclear
sites, particularly as they begin to change during the various stages of decommissioning. NFLA is
keen to see these discussions progress over the next year and is happy to cooperate as
appropriate.
8.

Radioactive Waste Strategy

NFLA welcomes the commitment to publish a Radioactive Waste Strategy for 2017 – 19. This is
long overdue, particularly due to the different policies on radioactive waste management of the UK
and Welsh Governments in comparison to the Scottish Government. NFLA takes an active role in
discussion on higher activity waste across the UK, and will continue to do so.
NFLA is supportive of the Scottish strategy, and has real reservations with the development of a
deep underground waste repository unless greater clarity is found across a whole range of
scientific and technical uncertainties. It is active in ensuring that there is an open and transparent
process in considering an appropriate site and willing host community of a future facility, subject to
the major scientific and technical considerations being addressed, and a commitment being made
towards retrievability of waste in the event of environmental leakage.
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